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Expected benefit from new approach for equipment purchasing policy
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Abstract. The demands of the electricity market have led the French nuclear industry to seek ways of reducing
the purchasing costs nuclear power plant components while maintaining an equivalent level of quality and safety.
A project (ECOREP) was undertaken on this subject from 1997 to 2000 by EDF and FRAMATOME. Based on
in-depth exchanges with suppliers and major companies in non-nuclear sectors, it highlighted the over-specific
and sometimes unjustified nature of many of the existing requirements existing. Covering the areas of both
general instructions (quality assurance, supplier surveillance, documentation) and technical requirements, the
project recognised that there was some good practice in non-nuclear industries which could be adopted without
any adverse effects, particularly by ensuring that the requirements are defined in terms of ends rather than means.
The simulation analyses carried out led to an estimate that a saving of at least 10% is feasible by attempting to
emulate this good non-nuclear industrial practice wherever possible. In particular, reference to more widely-used
conventional manufacturing codes is recommended.

1. APPROACH ADOPTED

1.1. Reasons

In the context of liberalization of the electricity market and savings on the costs of other
systems (gas, coal), it is important for an operator such as EDF and a manufacturer such as
FRAMATOME:

— to ensure the competitiveness of the current nuclear production facilities by controlling
their maintenance costs,

— to reduce the construction costs of the plants,

in order to keep the nuclear option open until the units currently in service in France are due
for replacement and to benefit export bids.

On the particular aspect of equipment purchases, it has been apparent for a number of years
that:

— the over-specific requirements of the nuclear industry are less and less justified in the
context of industry in general, which has achieved very satisfactory levels of quality and
technical performance;

— with this over-specification, the purchasing costs rise higher as the order volume falls;
— some established nuclear suppliers have disappeared due to the difficulty of meeting

requirements which are too specialized for markets of limited size.

Following a proposition by FRAMATOME to EDF at the end of 1996, an operation aimed at
developing the requirements of the nuclear industry in France to move closer to standard
industrial practice in order to reduce equipment purchasing costs was prepared during the first
quarter of 1997.
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The planned operation was in addition to other action initiated to improve overall plant
performance, particularly on the subject of design within the scope of the EPR project.

1.2. Objectives and principles

The ECOREP (ECOnomie des Reacteurs a Eau Pressurisee) project was launched in April
1997. Its objective was defined as follows:

"(to conduct) surveys with the intention of proposing changes to the practices or
instructions applicable to the manufacture of the mechanical equipment (mainly outside
the main primary system and main secondary system) and electrical equipment for the
nuclear islands of PWR plants, with the objective of reducing the investment costs while
maintaining a level of quality and safety equivalent to the previous production".

Therefore the ECOREP project was not concerned with the total costs of ownership of the
equipment, which also includes the maintenance over the life of the components, but only
with the purchasing costs of the equipment.

The following was also noted:

"This work must conclude with propositions for changes which can be applicable as a
priority to the EPR project and if possible to the engineering and purchasing of spare
parts for the plants in operation and to any export contracts".

The areas decided on for examination and proposed amendments to the requirements are in
two main categories:

— Relationships with suppliers on Quality Assurance, production surveillance and
documentation required;

— Technical instructions covering the design (dimensioning, technological options) and
production of the equipment (purchasing, manufacture and inspection) contained in the
applicable system of reference consisting of the RCC-M and RCC-E French nuclear
manufacturing codes and the EDF and FRAMATOME technical documentation.

When the project was launched, some strong ideas were put forward regarding the principles
that should govern the work to be carried out:

— To ask some fundamental questions so that the validity of the requirements and the
effectiveness of the practice could be evaluated with complete objectivity;

— To enter into a dialogue with suppliers in order to reveal the reasons for additional costs,
listen to any proposition for improvements and analyse the consequences by an iterative
approach;

— To take account of developments in conventional industries on Quality (ISO system of
reference), standards and new technologies.

In relation to the methodology, it was decided at the start of the project on the basis of these
principles to favour obtaining a good knowledge of industrial practice outside the nuclear
sector by surveys on the ground and targeted exercises, in order to facilitate adaptation of the
existing practices that go back to the era when France's nuclear facilities were built.
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1.3. Project sequence

Nearly 200 people were involved in implementation of the project, representing more than
60,000 hours' work.

The project was divided into 3 main phases:

Phase 1 (April 1997 - April 1998)

The objective of the first phase was to produce the report on current practice compared with
practice in related industries.

It was carried out by means of surveys among 32 established suppliers to EDF and
FRAMATOME in order to identify with them:

— The systems of reference used for production of equipment in sectors other than the
nuclear industry;

— The differences between current requirements in the nuclear industry and other
industrial sectors;

— Possible ways of improvement.

The conclusions from this first phase helped to identify the subjects on which to base
formation of the EDF/FRAMATOME working groups responsible for examining the changes
to be proposed.

Phase 2 (January 1998 - December 1999)

The objective of the second phase of the project was preparation of the modification bids by
the EDF/FRAMATOME working groups, consisting of 14 agreed subjects for study,
including the following:

— Quality Assurance
— Supplier surveillance
— Documentation required from suppliers
— RCC-M nuclear code for mechanical equipment
— RCC-E nuclear code for electrical equipment
— Design and technology of pumps and valves
— CODAP and CODETI French code for conventional mechanical manufacture
— Design and technology of electrical equipment
— General electrical installation and cabling.

Phase 3 (February - December 1999)

The objective of the third phase of the project was to evaluate the suitability of the proposed
changes and quantify the resultant savings on a representative sample of equipment which has
the highest share of costs in relation to the total budget for a unit, by means of consultations
among selected suppliers, based on documentation containing a summary of the results of the
surveys.
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1.4. Comparison with conventional industry

The knowledge of industrial practice outside the nuclear industry was obtained by two
complementary approaches.

The first was to have discussions with the suppliers visited during the surveys in phase 1.
These suppliers are all currently operating outside the nuclear industry and the supply of
nuclear equipment generally represents a very small share of their turnover. These companies
all joined in the benchmarking game by explaining their normal practice with other customers.

The second approach was to contact economic players in other sectors of industry directly.
Exchanges then took place with:

— "Key account" customer organisations such as FRANCE TELECOM and the
Government Armament Department; both have had to deal with the problem of "over-
specification" and their experience of standardization proved most interesting;

— An engineering company, TECHNIP;
— Industrial companies such as AEROSPATIALE Aircraft and GIAT Industrie.

The work of the US Department of Defense in relation to its procurement standardization
operations (MELSPEC REFORM) was also analysed.

2. CHANGES PROPOSED BY THE ECOREP PROJECT

2.1. General

The ECOREP changes were designed as a coherent package because their objective was to
simplify both the requirements in terms of relationships with suppliers and the technical
specifications. The way in which they were formulated on a given theme always made
allowances for possible intrusion into the other theme. Their objective was to make the
declared intention of emulating the standards in non-nuclear industries so as to maintain an
equivalent level of quality clear to and credible for suppliers. Consequently, what was
presented to the companies was an ECOREP package and this was the basis on which the
consultation exercises with them in phase 3 of the project took place and on which they
prepared their numbers.

2.2. Changes in relation to general instructions

2.2.1. Quality Assurance

The main change involves redefining the requirements for the Quality Assurance system by
reference to the basic standard ISO 9000 with which the great majority of suppliers already
conform. For products meeting safety requirements, the new system of reference to be
followed therefore consists of the following documents:

— Standard ISO 9001 or 9002 (depending on supplies);
— IAEA code 50-C-SG-Q;
— "Quality" regulation dated 10/08/84 (for France).

The wording prepared is simpler and clearer than the previous versions; they incorporate
comments from the suppliers and feedback from application of the current versions.
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This ECOREP approach obviously means that the EDF and FRAMATOME audit teams take
into account the existence of ISO certification by suppliers, which in practice reduces the
length of the audits.

2.2.2. Supplier surveillance

The ECOREP changes on this subject are significant; they allow a less burdensome presence
by inspectors at suppliers' premises while retaining a level of surveillance which is at least as
effective as the present one and generating financial savings.

These changes are as follows:

1. To adapt the surveillance operations to suit the level of criticality of the product covered
by the order;

2. To adapt the surveillance operations to suit the level of confidence in the supplier;
3. To carry out surveillance operations mainly on the activities relevant to quality. The

emphasis has to be placed on what is important during processing of orders by suppliers;
4. To give the supplier reliable information at the invitation to tender stage on the level of

surveillance to be implemented;
5. To relax the procedures for intervention by the inspectors at suppliers' plants in order to

impose fewer constraints in the process of production of the supplies ordered by
allowing maximum flexibility of manufacture;

6. To relax the documentation requirements associated with the surveillance operations by
more flexible documentation transmission methods.

As a continuation of the work of the ECOREP working group and with the same objective of
reducing costs, exchanges are ongoing between EDF and FRAMATOME to optimise the
work of inspectors at suppliers' plants at a general level.

2.2.3. Documentation required from suppliers

The changes on this subject are also important; they result in a significant relaxation of the
requirements from the supplier in both quality and quantity.

Fewer documents are required from the supplier (some documents considered unnecessary are
eliminated) a large number of those still required are no longer to be transmitted but just kept
available at the plant where the order is produced. As with the surveillance, these
documentation requirements are adapted:

— to suit the criticality of the product concerned; the levels of criticality defined for the
surveillance are used;

— to suit the level of confidence in the supplier.

The format requirements for the documentation are largely discontinued to enable companies
to use their standard documents in the existing formats.

A move to electronic document transmission is specified (it is allowed but not compulsory).
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2.3. Changes in technical requirements

The basic principle adopted was to limit the requirements to those relevant to the ends and
allow maximum initiative to suppliers in relation to the means, in other words their know-
how.

Some examples of simplification of requirements are given below:

2.3.1. RCC-M French code for the manufacture of nuclear mechanical equipment

The changes have led to numerous amendments being adopted on 4 main subjects:

— Practice simplification;
— Improvements in purchasing conditions;
— Practice standardization;
— Incorporation of changes in standards.

2.3.2. Design and technology of pumps and valves

Many simplifications of the technological requirements currently defined in the technical
specifications have been adopted, together with application of the API 610 code for certain
aspects of pumps in order to make them less specific for nuclear equipment.

2.3.3. RCC-E French code for the manufacture of nuclear electrical equipment

The general principles adopted are as follows:

— RCC-E focussed on the requirements for safety classified equipment;
— RCC-E clearly differentiating the requirements in terms of design (engineering) from

those dealing with manufacture (industrial companies);
— General application of standards (CENELEC, CEI, ISO).

2.3.4. Selection of electrical fittings and accessories

The change consists of implementation of a new strategy for purchasing of electrical fittings
and accessories to replace exclusive use of the current Lists of Electrical Fittings and
Accessories (LPM) in which equipment and suppliers are specified.

2.3.5. Design and technology of electrical equipment

The standard Technical Specifications (CST) were the subject of amendment to meet 3 main
objectives:

— Emulation of conventional industrial practice;
— Reference to standards (CEI, ISO, CENELEC) whenever possible;
— Rationalization of the wording.

2.3.6. Diesel-generator sets

The approach was to compare with a supplier the differences between the conditions of
manufacture of a diesel-generator set from standard production with a performance which is
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well suited to the needs and the actual conditions of manufacture of equivalent equipment for
the French nuclear fleet.

2.4. Use of conventional manufacturing codes

In the surveys in phase 1, the companies operating in the boilermaking and piping sectors
unanimously recommended abandoning the RCC-M nuclear code for equipment outside the
Reactor Coolant System and Main Secondary System and moving towards conventional
regulations, particularly the two French codes CODAP (pressure vessels) and CODETI
(piping).

A comprehensive comparison of the CODAP and CODETI and the RCC-M requirements was
carried out. It was supplemented by special draft preparation exercises on the basis of these
codes and specifications for the supply of heat exchanger, tank and pipe batches. Inquiries
were made to six companies with these specifications to evaluate the feasibility of the change
of reference regulations and its impact on the associated equipment costs.

The results of all the analyses carried out are given below:

2.4.1. Fabricated components

— For these components, it is possible for the specification accompanying design and
manufacture in accordance with CODAP to include the specific additional requirements
which are imperative in order to allow for the special nuclear characteristics. These
specific requirements are not in conflict with the other CODAP requirements;

— Manufacture of these components on the basis of CODAP and the nuclear requirements
results in a very considerable saving on the equipment production cost of over 20%. A
clear break with existing practice certainly appears to be a major factor in achieving the
objective of reducing costs;

— The scope allowed to the companies in terms of design on the basis of the functional
requirements alone showed that interesting technical/economic solutions can be
implemented. An additional saving again exceeding 20% was thus demonstrated;

— Good practice for these components, and probably for many others also, requires
inquiries to be issued with a relatively open specification so that technically interesting
solutions are not ruled out, and the additional requirements then to be optimised
according to the responses obtained and the choice of manufacturer;

— The CODAP exercise shows that the option of moving towards conventional
mechanical manufacturing regulations is quite feasible. This principle is one of the main
benefits of the ECOREP project; it merits being developed in further action to establish
the generic rules of the move and enable it to be extended to other international code.

2.4.2. Pipework

As far as pipework is concerned, the use of CODETI is conceivable for relatively unstressed
systems with the addition of some supplementary requirements (control of purchases and
fabrications, types of welded joint, etc.).
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For systems with greater stress performing safety functions, far more additional requirements
are necessary. It is preferable to retain the RCC-M code or apply other widely used standards
such as ASME m or ANSI B 31.1.

Nonetheless, the exercise resulted in an estimate of savings achieved of 12.4% on the piping
item (purchasing + installation outside level 1) for one unit by the use of CODETI with the
necessary additional requirements.

3. SAVINGS OBTAINED BY ECOREP

In phase 3 of the project, the consultations with suppliers and the studies by the experts
involved in preparing propositions for changes to the requirements formed the basis used by
the evaluation group set up to estimate the savings achieved by ECOREP.

A saving of between 10 and 12% on the purchasing costs of the relevant equipment for the
nuclear island in a series plant was identified.

Further analysis of the saving shows that the work under ECOREP helped to identify 2
sources:

— Savings on the production of equipment of identical design;
— Savings due to re-examination of the design.

In terms of lead time for factory production of the equipment, a saving of 3 months on an
average lead time of 18 months was also identified. This is achieved by:

— Greater manufacturing flexibility due to relaxation of the surveillance formalities;
— Elimination of some unjustified technical requirements, enabling companies to arrange

their purchasing and manufacturing operations in a more standard form.

4. ANALYSIS OF ECOREP RESULTS - COMMENTS

1) The considerations which led in 1996 to the bid to undertake an operation aimed at
amending the requirements in our nuclear industry in order to reduce equipment costs
have been fully confirmed:

— Major and often unjustified disparities from current industrial practice were
observed;

— Considerable savings in cost and time can be achieved.

The proposed changes in requirements enabled significant savings to be identified when
the costs for a series unit were estimated:

— A saving of more than 10% on the purchasing costs of nuclear island equipment;
— A reduction in the factory production lead times for the equipment which

translates into a saving of 3 months on the average lead time of an order of 18
months.
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2) The major benefit from the ECOREP project is the awareness of:

— The possibility of relaxing requirements while maintaining a level of quality
equivalent to previous production;

— The great advantage of holding very open discussions with suppliers and
increasing knowledge of practice in other industrial sectors.

3) The implementation of ECOREP must be considered as a global approach. It was an
ECOREP package that was developed and presented to suppliers. The amendments to
the requirements must therefore be adopted in their entirety as far as reasonably
possible.

4) At the end of the project, sources of additional savings have been clearly identified. The
best approach is to go further with the move to use of other mechanical manufacturing
codes more widely used than the French RCC-M standards, particularly the ASME
American standards (nuclear and conventional parts). The results of the consultations
show that the greatest savings are obtained when the changes represent clear breaks with
current practice (e.g. use of CODAP for pressure vessels).

5) It is also important to remember that ECOREP is a project based on nuclear island
equipment and it would be appropriate to extend the same systematic method to
examination of cost reductions on all the other equipment in the plant.

6) Finally, it is worth reporting the conclusions of the recent report "Reducing the capital
costs of nuclear plants" (ISBN 92-64-27144-9 - 1st quarter 2000) prepared by a group of
experts for the OECD on the subject of purchasing policies:

"In relation to product suppliers and service and work providers, the elements
described below are sources of savings.

The quality assurance and quality control programmes represent a major cost item in
the construction of a nuclear plant. They frequently result in the creation of extremely
expensive "nuclear" components which are actually veiy similar to components used in
non-nuclear environments. These programmes were fully justified in the 1970's when
existing industrial standards were less focussed on quality assurance and control and
the nuclear industry needed better-quality products. The quality assurance and control
specifications applied to standard industrial products today have closed the gap so well
that many of these products would meet the quality criteria for the nuclear industry.
Large-scale use of non-nuclear components, even in safety systems, would achieve a
significant reduction in costs without compromising the overall safety.

It is possible to improve tender procedures whatever the sources of the various
contracts (package supplier, prime contractors, client) by:

— Specifying packages that enable suppliers to offer their standard products;
— Preparing simplified tender documents and specifications focussing on the basics

so that bidders can reduce their provisions for contingencies and risks ;
— Increasing the number of bidders to prevent monopoly niches being perpetuated

or established;
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— Adopting stricter conditions in contracts (firm prices, all inclusive, satisfactory
performance guarantees and penalty clauses, strict rules for design
modifications)."

The report proposes approaches fully in line with those in the ECOREP project: study of
standard products - simple and precise order documentation covering the basics, i.e. the
objectives - development of competition.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The ECOREP project was initiated in April 1997 and completed in three years. It identified
numerous measures for relaxation of the requirements of the nuclear system of reference,
resulting in savings estimated at more than 10% being identified for the nuclear island of a
series unit.

The savings achieved can be considerably increased by emulating practice in conventional
industrial sectors even more closely, particularly by wider reference to their codes and
standards.

ECOREP represents a further stage in the battle for competitiveness which must certainly be
continued.
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